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Shorthand is an abbreviated symbolic writing method that increases speed and brevity of . The main advantage of the
system was that it was easy to learn and to use. The record for fast writing with Pitman shorthand is wpm during a.

Classical antiquity[ edit ] The earliest known indication of shorthand systems is from the Parthenon in Ancient
Greece , where a mid-4th century BC marble slab was found. This helps increase writing speed because most
words can be identified from their consonants only. Some consider that strictly speaking only handwritten
systems can be called shorthand. Attempts have been made to standardise the way the characters are written in
the Draft script but they have not met with popular acclaim. The original Tironian notes consisted of about 4,
signs which over time increased to approximately 13, But I care nothing for your thoughts, or what you think I
ought to do. For example, the sound [f] in form, elephant and rough is written in the same way for each word.
Gregg had studied not only the geometric English systems, but also the German Stolze stenography, a script
shorthand. The best matter of the for the student beginning practice for speed is to be found in the dictation
books compiled by the publishers of the system. He will neglect no opportunity to improve himself in the use
of his art. Another notable English shorthand system creator of the 17th century was William Mason fl. See
also: Cursive script East Asia Sun Guoting 's Treatise on Calligraphy, an example of cursive writing of
Chinese characters In imperial China , clerks used an abbreviated, highly cursive form of Chinese characters
to record court proceedings and criminal confessions. Answers at the bottom of the page, or just hover over
the characters. An excellent method of practice for the like facility is in the copying of a selection sentence by
sentence until the whole is memorized, and then writing it over and over again. Nothing less than absolute
accuracy should satisfy the student. There are several semi-cursive systems. Hebrew Shorthand Taylor's
system was superseded by Pitman shorthand , first introduced in by English teacher Sir Isaac Pitman , and
improved many times since. Plutarch c. After the decline of the Roman Empire , the Tironian notes were no
longer used to transcribe speeches, though they were still known and taught, particularly during the
Carolingian Renaissance. I'm not the fastest and haven't reached the point where I can take down every word
someone says, but my outlines seem to be well-formed. Gregg's shorthand, like Pitman's, is phonetic, but has
the simplicity of being "light-line. Fast forward to the past couple of centuries, and you see two dominant
shorthand systems take over: Gregg shorthand the most popular system in the U. Knowledge of Shorthand
aids in the development of skills related to listening, focus, organization, attention to detail and accuracy. The
Tironian notes consisted of Latin word stem abbreviations notae and of word ending abbreviations titulae.
That covers some of the common vowels. These have the added advantage that they can also be typedâ€”for
instance, onto a computer , PDA , or cellphone. These are often used for court room transcripts and in live
subtitling. The Ancient Egyptians devised two scripts, Hieratic and Demotic , as alternatives to their complex
Hieroglyphic script, which was used mainly for monumental inscriptions. A person can now speak into a tape
recorder, enabling their assistant to transcribe word for word, directly into a typewriter or word processor. In
the Running script some of the strokes that make up characters are joined and others are left out. Thus the
symbol for B with symbol for T drawn directly above it represented "bat", while B with T below it meant
"but"; top-right represented "e", middle-right "i", and lower-right "o". The original Tironian notes consisted of
about signs, but new signs were introduced, so that their number might increase to as many as 13, For
comparison and suggestion, he will study the facsimile notes of practical stenographers. A vowel at the end of
a word was represented by a dot in the appropriate position, while there were additional symbols for initial
vowels. Common modern English shorthand systems[ edit ] This section does not cite any sources. However,
there are some pure alphabetic systems, including Personal Shorthand , SuperWrite , Easy Script Speed
Writing, and Keyscript Shorthand which limit their symbols to a priori alphabetic characters. Experience alone
will authorize any deviation from the text-book forms. The availability of a full range of vowel symbols,
however, makes complete accuracy possible. The transcription is provided line-by-line, and for convenience
on each side of the page scroll left and right to see the two halves of the page. Shorthand systems use a variety
of techniques including simplifying existing letters or characters and using special symbols to represent
phonemes, words and phrases. Throughout the centuries shorthand was also used for cultural pursuits, and
because of this was considered an art form. Furigana are written alongside kanji, or Chinese characters, to
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indicate their pronunciation especially in juvenile publications.


